Executive summary

Serving the social
customer: how to
look fabulous on the
social dance floor
A thought leadership white paper summary by Dr Nicola J. Millard, Head of Customer
Insight & Futures, BT Global Innovation Team
“Customers must want social servicing. The challenge is they [marketing] were not fully listening
to these complaining customers, and I am not sure companies are still doing a great job at that.
Customers never wanted social customer service, they want to be treated right the first time.”
Frank Eliason [1]

The shape of the social dance floor
Have you ever been to a party where you don’t know anybody?
You scan the room and spot someone fascinating, so you move
into the group of people surrounding them. The person finishes
talking and you ask them a question – and they just walk
away. This might be regarded as somewhat rude – and yet it is
precisely what many organisations are doing to customers on
a daily basis on social media sites because they have forgotten
that they’re dealing with social rather than broadcast media.
The clue is in the title!
Let’s go back to the party. The dance floor is full and, it would
be arrogant to assume that you could jump on and take control
of it, but you can go and dance. The first move is to stand at the
side and look around to see who’s dancing, what kind of music
they like and who you fancy dancing with when you pluck up
enough courage to boogie. This is the best approach to social
media strategy — work out which dance floors your customers
are on, listen to what they’re saying and then look at ways to
boogie with them that isn’t going to result in a slapped face.
Many companies have decided to jump onto the dance floor with
no real rationale apart from ‘everyone else is doing it’, which
tends to result in uncoordinated ‘dad dancing’.

Worse still, some organisations create a ‘social department’,
divorced from marketing or service. All this can cause a
disjointed experience for the customer to rampage around
social media with a tsunami of negativity. Situations can rapidly
spiral out of control on a very public channel unless coordinated
action is taken.
Three years is a long time in digital terms, and since we last
did this study in 2011, there have been profound changes in
the rhythms of the social media dance. For a start, volumes
have gone up by a factor of four as more customers are using
social channels than ever before. We categorised 12,553 social
media conversations with brands across retail, travel, utilities,
government and banking into five categories.
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As in 2011, there were high levels of compliments and
recommendations alongside the more negative stuff – largely

Not all dance floors are the same

The appetite for customers to dance also varies by sector:

complaints and criticisms about products and services. The
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most complained about on social channels in 2014 was, the
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travel sector, followed by banking and logistics. The highest
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number of compliments and recommendations came in the retail
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sector. Government was the sector with the least compliments,
followed closely by utilities (although utilities also had the
least complaints). Unsurprisingly, all sectors had more negative
comments than positive.
Questions and answers was the largest growing category since
2011. Questions were often firmly directed at the brand in
question, along with their Twitter handle or Facebook tag,
although were sometimes directed at the world in general in
the expectation that someone out there might have an answer.
Government and utilities had the least questions directed at
them, while banks and travel companies got the most.
It is unsurprising that the bulk of the content is simply
comment or opinion, as social channels tend to reflect life, and
we all have opinions. Brands should probably just accept this
and steer well clear.
The more real-time, instant channels such as Facebook (47 per
cent of the content) and Twitter (51 per cent of the content) have
become the dominant dance floors for customers. They have
now taken their place alongside the more established customer
channels like phone, email and chat. But it’s important to note
that they are often used in addition to these channels rather than
replacements for them, which is why it is also very desirable to
be able to easily and seamlessly switch between a (public) social
media conversation and (private) webchat, email or phone call.
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Retailers took the lion’s share of customer interactions, with a
whopping 74 per cent of traffic – topping the table in 2014 (up
from its second-place position with 32 per cent in 2011). It has
swapped places with the travel sector, which has fallen from 41
per cent in 2011 to come second place with 12 per cent this year.
Financial services took third place with 11 per cent, while
utilities, logistics and government all share the bottom spot with
one per cent each (no utilities companies were included in the
2011 study but logistics previously took three per cent of the
traffic and government 12 per cent).
Brands such as local authorities, police authorities and
regionalised utilities companies typically have lower volumes
than national or global brands, simply because they have a
reduced pool of social customers to start with.
Each sector has different challenges for social engagement.
Understanding how and why customers want to be served over
social channels and how they fit alongside other channels is vital.
Getting onto the dance floor 'because everyone else is' is not a
great strategy.

How social media fits into customers’
omnichannel experiences
Social media needs to have a defined role in the overall
customer experience journey. What role is it performing?
Customers need to be guided as to what is or isn’t likely to get
a response. They also need to have an expectation as to how
long will it take to get something back.
Social media is no longer a secondary channel for customers
– it has taken its place up with the more established channels
like phone, email and chat. It is often used in addition to these
channels rather than replacements for them, which is why it is
also very desirable to be able to easily and seamlessly switch
between a (public) social media conversation and (private)
webchat, email or phone call.
Social media’s real value, and its challenge, is around the
immediacy of engagement.
Creating a two tier service level with social getting a more
rapid response than other channels might not be a wise
idea unless you have a very solid strategy for handling huge
volumes of incoming action on social channels. It is also not
necessarily wise or desirable to drive everything into the public
domain – especially if you’re in sensitive sector like banking.
Some organisations are doing this well. However, strategies
vary hugely. Some answer pretty much everything (even if it
isn’t entirely appropriate to do so). Some direct everything to
other, less public channels like email. Some don’t engage at all
- which is fine as a strategy, as long as you state upfront that
you aren’t dancing.
What isn’t good are inconsistent strategies, no indications of
what customers can or can’t expect in terms of service levels,
multiple disconnected branded streams who don’t (or can’t)

pass customers to the right place to get their issue addressed or
a lack of signposting as to which channel is the most likely to get
customers to their goal.
What does become very apparent is what questions and issues
companies are unwilling or unable to respond to. Process flaws
that exist quietly in other channels become the source of very
public frustration on social media. Customers often want some
of these fundamental problems solved rather than an apology
with no action, and they can often rapidly find allies in other
customers who have had similar experiences or with the ladies
and gentlemen of the press.

Creating a meaningful social experience
The challenge on social media is to learn how (and if) it’s
appropriate to dance with customers. Engaging in social
media with no intention of creating dialogue (yes, marketing
departments, I’m talking about you) is probably liable to get
organisations a virtual slap in the face – they may just as well
stick to broadcast channels. However, engaging in uncoordinated
dialogue, especially if it isn’t linked in to overall strategies for
customer experience is likely to get the same outcome. Not
having adequate policies on staff intervening on social can also
be a recipe for disaster.
Clearly analytics can help companies to better understand the
torrent of data being thrown at them from multiple channels
and media. The good news is that analytics technologies are
getting better at making sense of this unstructured space.
However, knowing that the data is there is one thing – doing
something about it in order to enhance customer experience
is another. Using it to listen and improve or to listen and action
is vital – and it’s the degree to which this is embedded into
customer experience business as usual that is likely to dictate the
difference between a successful dance experience and a public
vote for eviction.

Established channels like the contact centre are critical for the
success of social activities because they can act as a centralised
relationship hub for customer interactions across all channels.
Treating social as part of a coordinated omnichannel contact
strategy and integrating it into a universal queue, along with
appropriate service level measures, is best practice in those
companies that succeed on social.

Finding the perfect dance partner
Any good dancer knows that a trusted dance partner is key to
mastering the quickstep. On the social media dance floor, a
great technology partner is vital. Social media can’t be a single,
standalone solution for engaging with customers — it needs
to be part of an integrated omnichannel strategy embracing
both new and traditional channels. Partnering with BT will allow
you to orchestrate, measure and manage multiple channels
effectively into a centralised relationship hub or contact centre.
So, seek out your dance floors, select the right dance partner,
figure out how to dance appropriately and in a coordinated way
and then go forth and foxtrot…
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